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     Who am I? I am Dr. Dvs, the creator and founder of this
documented XRPL web3 experiment. Your lives have been ran
by influence, starving your ability to rise up. The algorithms,
they survey you, they analyze you, they trace you. Profiting
from your existence. You have become their source of purpose. 

     This is why I have built my workshop. To take the remains of
what was once innocent and transform the future through the
rebirth of my creation. I have hired my staff. They are working
day and night. My Terror Teddies will rise with a new breath and
the army will be released upon this world. Twitter will be ours.
WE WILL BECOME THE ALGORITHM!!!  

       I have chosen the XRPL to reward those most worthy. The
ones who have shown to be true legends and diamond hands.
You are the perfect specimen. Your ability to stand up against
adversity, living and fighting with the hope for victory. You
deserve this more than any other community and your
commitment to the truth has been noticed. I will continue to
watch. I have eyes and ears everywhere. We will harness the
talents of this community through the power of web3.
Everyone matters, one strength and one love.

       Nothing is a coincidence and everything means something.
Remember this along our journey. Everything I create will have
value and nothing will be forgotten. Those with the greatest
trust and endurance will be the most worthy.  
                                                                                              -Dr. Dvs



 Through community and art a vision can come to life

        

Build a community centered around art and the identity

it provides. Each one completely unique, but together

the same. Drive the education and the development

while setting the precedent of influence and voice. The

NFT blue-chip and standard for the XRPL. 

 9,999 original artwork PFPs roaming the blockchain and

terrorizing twitter.  We are a community united in the

culture and we live without boundaries.  We are web3.

Each Terror Teddies NFT is from a collection of rare and
individually unique collectibles that provide verifiable
ownership, token-gated membership and a key to unlock
invisible doors.



By day Dr. Dvs spends his time treating patients at

the local hospital. Saving lives and creating a new

tomorrow for his patients through his highly

sought after surgical expertise. He is beloved in

the community and has won many awards. Little

do they know, his day doesn't end there. A double

life, and a secret society he leads by night. His

workshop runs while everyone else sleeps,

releasing his creation to society. No one knows

where these teddies are coming from. They

terrorize the community and pull stunts all across

town, from simple pranks to elaborate plans of

attack. The community is always looking over their

shoulder, not knowing when the next Terror Teddy

will pop up. Some are just simply terrible,  while

others are completely terrorizing. Recruitment is

open, are you terrible enough?



Our Genesis Collection A.K.A. the keys to the kingdom

-9,999 verifiable original artwork PFPs living on the XRP Ledger

with IPFS stored metadata

-200+ individual traits will be used to programmatically

generate each unique NFT

-Various trait rarities as low as 1% of the collection

-20 extremely rare, 1 of 1 trait NFTs

-Uniform trait layer structure

-Consumers retain full IP and commercial use rights to the

artwork in the NFT they own.

-NFT owners get private access to the Lounge and Graffiti Wall,

which will allow our community to document and record our

history forever in the blockchain



Phase 1

Community building----------------Now
Presale & M1 release----------------TBA
M1 snapshots and airdrops--------3 rounds
Teddy Games-------------------------6 rounds
NFT Mint Party-----------------------6 to 7 weeks after presale

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Phase 2

Current: Q4 2022 - Q1 2023

Q1 2023 - Q2 2023

Graffiti Wall
Blockchain based Terror Teddies merchandise
Continued NFT holders benefits, including giveaways,
games, events and much more.
Continued community growth and expansion
More to be revealed.............

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Phase 3

As a Community driven project, we will take this journey

together. Some things are already planned and waiting to be

revealed. Others will be decided and directed by the

community's voice.   

Q2/3 2023 - .....



Token: $DvsM1 

 (KYC and GID) 
Pair: DvsM1/XRP

 *set trustline to
view on XRPL DEX

NFT Whitelist Opportunity 

All DvsM1 token owners will have NFT Mint
Party "whitelist" ahead of public minting and a

guaranteed chance to mint. 
 

Each NFT is Free to mint when redeeming 5
DvsM1 mutation tokens + XRPL tx fee  



The pre-sale will consist of 13,500 DvsM1 tokens being
offered on the XRPL DEX and released into circulation.

-Characteristics- deflationary, blackholed, KYC & GID

-Allocation

     Total Supply:-------------------------------------- 50,495
     Pre-sale:-------------------------------------------- 13,500
     Airdrop:--------------------------------------------- 31,928 reserved
     Pre-mint giveaways/NFT project collabs:----      800 reserved
     Community Wallet:-------------------------------  3,100 reserved

*Any remaining DvsM1 tokens in the project wallet will be
burned before the NFT Mint Party.
*Zero Founder or Team token allocation

-DvsM1 token provides you Terror Teddies token-gated
membership. Membership benefits Include access to
"The Lounge", airdrops, NFT whitelist and entry into the
"Teddy Games"

Pre-sale

Token: $DvsM1



There will be a total of 3 random snapshots and airdrops
between the Pre-sale and NFT Mint party for $DvsM1
token holders.

AD #1  x1.25

All holders from the first snapshot will receive an airdrop
equivalent to 25% (x1.25) of the DvsM1 tokens owned

AD #2   x1.5

All holders from the second snapshot will receive an airdrop
equivalent to 50% (x1.5) of the DvsM1 tokens owned

AD #3   x1.75

All holders who have received both AD #1 and AD #2 will be
eligible for the third snapshot and airdrop. The airdrop will be
equivelant to 75% (x1.75) of the DvsM1 tokens owned

Example

This holder would be whitelisted to mint 3 NFTs and have
1.4 tokens left over for future use.  

Purchase or receive 5 DvsM1 tokens through pre-sale, contests
or giveaways: 5 x 1.25= 6.25, 6.25 x 1.5= 9.375, 9.375 x 1.75= 16.4



-The Teddy Games consist of 6 individual rounds where

members can compete to gain entry into the 6th and

final round.

-Difficulty will increase with each round. If you are so

lucky to be crowned a winner in any of the first 5

rounds, your entry will be granted and you will receive

an opportunity to play in the last and final round of the

competition.

-Prizes for each round include XRP and NFTs from a rare

commemorative collection of only 99 pieces. The final

round will include the elusive 1 of 1 Gold. 

Open to all DvsM1 token holders



The NFT Mint Party will be a live event that will include
NFT giveaways and Prizes for minters.

Stage 1

Stage 1 will be a "whitelisted" mint, only available for DvsM1
token holders as well as the only guaranteed opportunity to
mint a piece of the collection. Burning 5 DvsM1 tokens will
complete Dr. Dvs' mutation and mint a Terror Teddies NFT to
the blockchain.

Stage 2

If needed, Stage 2 will transition to public mint after the
allotted time for whitelist mint has expired. Minting will
become available for direct purchase with XRP at this time and
open to everyone.

Stage 3

Artwork Reveal



-A live wall for the community where holders have

freedom of speech. This wall will stand as a token of our

community, expressing its culture, passion and voice.

-As the community speaks the blockchain listens. This

Graffiti Wall will mint its own unique and rare NFT

collection reserved only for its creators to

commemorate and document our journey.

-We will harness the power of the community and its

strength to create value and opportunity. We are the

utility. We are the influence.

Hand
s

Call
Ted 4 a 

good
     time



Dr. Dvs

“All that is gold does not glitter,
Not all those who wander are lost;

The old that is strong does not wither,
Deep roots are not reached by the frost.

 
From the ashes a fire shall be woken,
A light from the shadows shall spring;

Renewed shall be blade that was broken,
THE CROWNLESS AGAIN SHALL BE KING.”

― J.R.R. Tolkien



The Visitor, COO & Dev Team Lead

MissChief,  Community Manager/ Marketing

Lord Loqee, Web Developer & Graphic Design Artist

Lotus,  Artist/ Collab Manager

My dear friend and trustworthy leader. He has a focus and goal

to create a safe haven for the lost and forgotten irl. Previous

experience in  creation of blockchain based businesses and

development. He will run our day to day operations and lead the

development team

A slice of Mom, a slice of naughty and a slice of degen. The

perfect combination to be the link between me and our

community. Full of fun and full of life she will guide us and be a

resource for our community. Currently Head of Marketing for

XRPL based project and Co-Host

A prankster by nature but professionally accomplished.  CEO

and Founder of Sitecribs, Co-founder and CTO of an XRPL based

crypto project and website design and development for The

Bloc, US FBOP as well as many others. He is extremely talented

and creative. I am very excited to have him on the team.

He is a crypto maxi and artist with a love for NFTs and Web 3
Culture. Sometimes a little strange but he always delivers when
it comes to creativity.  He brings experience in community
building and layered NFT illustration.



https://TerrorTeddies.com

https://twitter.com/DrDvsWorkshop

by: Dr. Dvs Workshop

https://discord.com/invite/AzFezGKnUh


